UPDATE ON HIRA RATAN MANEK
by www.lightworks.com

As many TEV readers are aware, in early 2000 I was introduced to the studies of Dr
Sudhir Shah and his team who were monitoring Hira Ratan Manek with his 411 solar
feeding programs. Their research was widely distributed by the Self Empowerment
Academy throughout our networks. A year later I had the pleasure of meeting with Hira
in Ahmedabad in India and was impressed by both the strength and the conviction of the
man. Tall and imposing, he stood and gazed intently into the midday sun for his daily
feed and his capacity to absorb solar energy astounded me – I could only hold my gaze
for seconds yet he was easily able continue for much longer. Please note that direct sun
gazing is only recommended at dawn and dusk. For the untrained, midday gazing can
burn out our retinas.
As many know the light eaters in our network tap into Divine Nutrition by absorbing it
through our atoms from the inner realms as each atom opens the door to an inner
universe. (More of this will be in my book “The Food of Gods” which is due for
completion as an e-book by mid 2003).
Also as many know, I believe that our ability to be fed by prana is due to our
frequency, which we can control by our lifestyle, and interestingly enough when I
questioned Hira he admitted that he has been a long term advocate of the same style of
living. During our meeting I was also amazed at Hira’s willingness to be such a long term
‘guinea pig’ for constant monitoring and testing (something which has never appealed to
me due to time and privacy issues) yet we all have our assignments and being poked
and prodded is Hira’s.
So I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Hira - and also Dr Shah and his team - for
their efforts in verifying the role that solar energy has within the Divine Nutrition
program, as the sun is the largest cosmic generator of love and wisdom that we have
access to on an external level.
The following article is from the www.lightworks.com network.
Realized Beings Among Us: An introduction to HRM, whose trained physical responses-for humanity's betterment--are being studied at various institutions in the U.S. and
around the world. The Tibetan (Alice Bailey's teacher) predicted that in the near future,
we shall become the next race of men/women. At that time we shall operate upon
mental energy, magnetic energy, sun energy. Scalpels and chemical agents will no
longer be necessary.
There is some evidence that this shift is beginning, and I have met an individual,
whom I believe is a realized being, hinting at the fact that this movement forward may
be happening NOW. I have had the privilege of meeting, and spending personal time
with HRM (Sri Hira Manek Ratan Ji). HRM has come to the United States to offer himself
for study at various institutions. More than that, he offers his body as an experimental
station for the betterment of humanity. He is well-known in his native country, India, for
having fasted on water alone, for 411 days! He has done this by training himself to look
into the sunlight at dawn (carefully, and very little by very little) and to walk on the hot
earth, in this way absorbing energy from both earth and sun. He believes this is an
ability that can be cultivated in all people. He believes and hopes that this will lead to a
higher and greater civilisation, and most certainly a purer body.
I had the opportunity to spend personal time with him because of the generosity of
his host, Dr. Anil Patel. Dr. Patel is well known in the field of herbal research and
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Ayurvedic Medicine. He is on the steering committee of the University of Pennsylvania
(amongst other credits) for the incorporation of Ayurvedic Medicine into the roster of
Integrative Medicine. Sri HRM's story is as follows.
He had studied the ancient literature and had learned of advanced humans (throughout
the ages) who had the ability to fast for extremely long periods of time, and who had
taken their energy from the sun. This was the highly regarded literature of the Vedas
and Upanishads. He was, by training, a mechanical engineer. In 1962, he stumbled upon
Sri Aurobindo's ashram in Pondicherry. There he met The Mother (Aurobindo's partner,
who carried on Aurobindo's work after his death). The Mother looked at HRM and said,
"You must bring down the sun's energy to the earth, in order to help the Supermind to
descend upon humanity." He did nothing with that for quite a while. Much later he met a
Rishi. A Rishi is a human (or someone beyond human) so advanced that he has
extraordinary powers and knowledge. Many people were visiting him (for he made
himself accessible). He looked over the crowd, and his gaze rested directly on HRM. He
told him that he must bring the sun's energy down to earth.
This stirred HRM, his imagination and his excitement and his commitment. But--he
was puzzled about what to do next. He walked in the sun for long periods of time. He left
his profession and dedicated himself entirely to his spiritual commitment. As he kept
walking in the sun, he felt progressively energized. He also felt less and less need to eat
food. There was no compulsion to do a fast; no will power was necessary, just a
lessened desire for food, but an increase in energy. One day, he came to the conclusion
that he must bring the sun's energy directly into his brain--and the best way to do that
would be through the eyes. This was something that was not unknown, and I have heard
of Mikhael Aivanhov, a famed Hungarian teacher who advocated to his students that
they must look into the sun. Certainly whole civilizations have given themselves to the
worship of the sun. Rudolph Steiner (recent Western Spiritual Scientist and originator of
Anthroposophy) taught that the Christ Being inhabited the Sun and spread His energy
thus, from the sun to us.
Aurobindo taught that the sun was the seat of the Supermind energy, as quoted by
Georges Van Vrekehm in Overman pg. 97 Rupa & Co. (2001); New Delhi: "It (the Mind)
always vaguely remembers the fundamental Unity at its base; therefore it cannot but
persistently try to recover that Unity, which is the clouded Sun behind all human
strivings. It is that Sun, that Unity, the Supermind which upholds all existing things,
even when they apparently seem to be separated or self-existent."
HRM decided to experiment cautiously. He also submitted himself to medical study as
he began to look at the sun for seconds at a time, during the early dawn when the sun
was weakest. He increased his ability little by little, until he was able to gaze for a full
thirty minutes. At the same time he made it a point to walk the earth barefooted, the hot
earth. His explanation is that not only was he able to absorb energy, the sun's energy,
through the eyes (to have it energize the brain and the commanding endocrine glands
such as the pineal and the pituitary) but also that he was able to draw force up from the
earth and especially through the feet, where every organ of the body is represented in
reflexology. He found that there is a North-South flow, the earth being the North, the
sun being the South--and flowing through the central, governing vessel of the body. He
made certain that he was followed by and advised by physicians, who constantly studied
him.
When asked if he would be willing to give a year of his life to science, his answer was
"Yes." Accordingly, he left his family (with their full consent) and was asked to fast for
365 days. However, because of certain indications in the Hindu literature, he felt that
411 days was a more auspicious time. And so the date was set.
In the beginning he lost perhaps 90 pounds, but no muscle tissue. He found himself
to be progressively healthier, calmer, happier. Former disorders such as anxiety, fear,
worry and selfoccupation left him. Physical ailments were no longer present. He lived on
water and sunlight alone. Now he has come to this country by invitation, and is being
studied by Dr. Patel, by Jefferson University, and by other institutions in our country.
During the time I spent with him, I was struck by the fact that his body looked so whole:
slender, but graceful, firm, with smooth and elegant movements. He had a calmness
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about him that was also accompanied by a quiet self-assuredness. His dedication to
bringing this to our civilization is real.
He feels that anyone can accomplish what he has. In fact he has perhaps 4000 or
more followers throughout the world, who have incorporated this new way of life, and
this new source of energy. It is his offering of himself to the service of humanity that is
the mark of a realized being. It is his absolute faith in the process, in the bringing down
of the Supramental (as Aurobindo described it) through the sun. It is his desire to give a
gift to humanity in that disease, disorder and hunger can be wiped out. And this seems
to have achieved a solid start in other countries.
Dr. Patel, amongst others, will study this gentleman, and I will participate, to
understand the changes in psychology and spiritual reach which accompany this type of
evolutionary adventure. The very fact of being amongst such realized humans, is in itself
a gift. We are on our way to becoming the next race of men and women.
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